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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the off-line processing of experimental data obtained by two-
dimensional angular correlation of the electron-positron annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR)
technique on high-temperature superconductors. A piecewise continuous window least
squares (WLS) method devoted to the statistical noise smoothing of 2D-ACAR data,
under close control of the crystai reciprocal lattice periodicity, is derived.

Reliability evaluation of the constant local weight WLS smoothing formula fCW-
VVLSF) shows that consistent processing 2D-ACAR data by CW-WLSF is possible.

CW-WLSF analysis of 2D-ACAR data collected on untwinned Y Ba^Cujp!^ sin-
gle crystals yields significantly improved signature of the Fermi surface ridge at second
Umklapp processes and resolves, for the first time, the ridge signature at third (Jmklapp
processes.
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1. Introduction

The two-dimensional angular correlation of electron-positron annihilation radiation

(2D-ACAR) technique (see, e.g., Berko and Mader [1], Berko et &1. [2], Bisson et al. [3],

Berko [4]) probes the Fermi surface of metals and alloys by evidencing the occurrence of

Fermi surface breaks of the electron momentum density. The detection of such breaks in

high temperature superconductors (HTS) remained, however, inconclusive until progress

was realized on several topics which proved to be critical for successful use of 2D-ACAR

technique on HTS (see e.g., Singh et al. [5], Barbieilini et al. [6], Chan et al. [7]): bet-

ter understanding of the behaviour of the positron wave function within these materials,

availability of good quality samples, accumulation of high statistics, improvement of the

off-line data processing.

As a consequence of such progress, the sheet related to the CuO chains (the ridge)

expected to occur in YBaiCu^O-j^^ single crystals was evidenced by 2D-ACAR (Haghighi

et ai, [8, 9], Smedskjaer et al. [10]), and subsequently confirmed in both untwinned(see,

e.g., Hoffmann et al. [11], Peter et al. [12], Smedskjaer et al. [13], Manuel et al. [14]), and

twinned crystals (Peter et aJ. [12]).

Going along the abovementioned effort, the present paper is devoted to the off-line

processing of 2D-ACAR data. A window least squares (WLS) method of statistical noise

smoothing is reported which consistently incorporates requirements following from the

Neumann principle relating the symmetry of the momentum distribution to that of the

crystal reciprocal lattice.

The analysis begins with a discussion, in section 2, of features of 2D-ACAR data which

have to be incorporated into a consistent WLS method. Derivation of the WLS smoothing

method is given in section 3. The reliability of the constant local weight WLS smoothing

formula (CW-WLSF) is addressed in section 4 (signal distortion by CW-WLSF itself; removal

of discretization-induced distortions of the inner signal symmetry; magnitude of residual

noise; consistency with the basic features of the 2D-ACAR data).

An instance of Ctf-WLSF analysis of 2D-ACAR data (e-projection collected at 300/^ on

a set of three untwinned Y Bo.?Cu$Ot -h single crystals) is given in section 5. Location of



histogram centre by CH-WLSF is shown to yield valuable information on the quality of the

used crystals and of the input 2D-ACAR statistics as well. An analysis within the extended

zone scheme provides well resolved signature of the Fermi surface ridge at second Umklapp

processes and puts ijji evidence, for the first time, a ridge signature at third Umklapp

processes.

2. Underlying Features of the 2D-ACAR Data

Insight into the physical information yielded by 2D-ACAR in metals is provided by

Berko [4]. Recent progress concerning HTS is reviewed by Chan et ai. [7], West [15], and

Smedskjaer and Bansil [16], while specific contribution of positron annihilation to HTS is

discussed by Peter et ai. [17]. Here, we consider 2D-ACAR information accumulated from

pairs of annihilation gamma rays {Bisson et ai. [3], Manuel et al. [14]) assuming that:

(i) The 2D-ACAR statistics on the HTS of interest integrates the e+ -e~ pair momentum

distribution along a principal crystallographic direction. The crystallographic plane onto

which the pair momentum distribution is thus projected is called the histogram plane.

(ii) The sample quality allows good resolution of the crystallographic direction of inter-

est, while the initial tuning of the sample-detector alignment matches this crystallographic

direction with the axis joining the centres of the detectors to within the solid angle of a

few detector channels (pixels). The crystallographic direction is therefore assumed to be

perpendicular to the histogram plane.

(iii) The accumulated 2D-ACAR statistics is high enough to get the electronic structure

resolved. This requirement follows from the occurrence of a fourfold contribution to a

2D-ACAR histogram in v high-Tc material from: filled band electrons, resulting in a large

isotropic background (which represents - Chan ef aJ. [7] - about 97 percent of the total

spectrum), conduction electrons (the fraction of which yields the 2D momentum distribu-

tion of interest for the Fermi surface), statistical noise, and artefacts of various origins (see,

e.g., Smedskjaer and Legnini [18] for details).

Extraction of the momentum distribution at the Fermi level from raw data, by the

WLS method described in the next section, is heavily based on a number of features of the

2D-ACAR data, called in what follows facts.

FACT 1. The geometry of the Fermi surface contained in a 2D-ACAR statistics

shows point group symmetry emerging from that of the reciprocal crystal lattice

and is quasi-periodic in the reciprocal crystal space.

First, the point group symmetry properties are a consequence of the Neumann prin-

ciple (see, e.g., Birss [19]). Under the hypotheses (i)-(iii) of above, this tells us that a

noise-free 2D-ACAR statistics characteristic for an HTS shows three point group symmetry

elements: a symmetry centre, which coincides with the zero-momentum projection of the

e+ — e~ pair momentum distribution onto the histogram plane (the T point of the his-

togram); a rotation axis, normal to the histogram plane at F and of an order equal to that

of the crystallographic axis involved in the 2D-ACAR projection; and, finally, symmetry

lines corresponding to the location of the in-plane rotation axes of the crystal.

Second, the question raises whether it could be taken for granted that the 2D-ACAR

e+ — e~ pair momentum distribution might be identified with a 2D projection of the electron

momentum distribution within the crystal or not. Theoretical investigations summarized

by Chan et ai. [7] show that there are two possible sources which could spoil such an

equivalence: departure, within the crystal, of the positron wavefunction from a plane wave

and positron-electron correlation. These were found to be compound dependent and to

alter indeed some expected features of the 2D electron momentum distribution within a

HTS crystal. Nevertheless, features of the independent particle model are still preserved,

such that a classical interpretation of the 2D-ACAR data (Berko [4]) holds.

There are two distinct factors which blur this intrinsic symmetry of the 2D-ACAR data:

the discretization of the histogram plane into elementary squares (pixels) and the statistical

noise. Their features are analyzed in Facts 2 to 4.

FACT 2. The raw data are piecewise-constant, in a chessboard pattern.

Let Hi = if] (T) (where T is the absolute temperature) denote the histogram collecting

the 2D projection of interest of the e+ — e~ momentum distribution as inferred from angular

correlations.

The data within the primary 2D-ACAR histogram Hi are biased by two detector de-

pendent sources of systematic errors. First, the finite (square) detector geometry results



in partial loss of the non vanishing momentum projection records (when a 7-ray hits one

of the detectors, while its pair falls outside the area of the other detector). Second, the

occurrence of local variations in the sensibility of the detector areas induce systematic local

variations of the records. To get rid of these systematic errors, a second histogram is built

up, H2 — H2(T), which measures the detector sensibility and shows the shape of a rough

pyramidal surface with square basis.

While the probability of coincident measurements of cosmic 7-rays within H\ is nil,

the H2 data are biased in their turn by the cosmic 7-ray background, which is to be

subtracted to get a genuine detector sensibility histogram. While this cosmic background

is relatively small and is usually neglected, we assume henceforth, for completness, that a

third histogram is collected, H3, which denotes tl>" cosmic 7-ray background.

Essentially, each set Ha , a = 1,2,3, defines a two-dimensional function

Fa:D~*'N, F" = Fa(Pl, PjlJ , a = 1,2,3, (2.1)

where the definition domain D is a discretized square area consisting of a number of

(2JV + 1) x {2N + 1) pixels of dimensions ag x ao each.

A pixel is conveniently defined by the set (i,j) of coordinates of its centre.

Assume that a coordinate system, Opxpv , was chosen, with the origin O at the centre

of D, the axes Opx and respectively 0py along the C2 symmetry axes of D, normal to its

sides, and with the unit length equal to ajj along each axis.

Then i and j are integer numbers running over the manifold

{-N, -N + l, . . . , - 1 , 0, 1, . . . , / V - l , TV}. (2.2)

The piecewise-constant structure, in a chessboard pattern, of Fa follows from the

procedure used to accumulate the statistics:

1°. In-plane event location: for each elementary event entering Hi, Hi, or #3, the

pair of coordinates (pt,Py) is computed by the on-line processing unit;

2°. Discretization: the (i, j)-th pixel is singled out such that

( i - 1 / 2 ) op < px < (»-+l/2)oD; ( j - l / 2 ) a £ > < py < (j + 1/2) aD. (2.3)

3°. Storage: unity is added to the (»', j')-th location of the corresponding array Ha .
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As a consequence, the discretized domain D of (2.1) is defined by the equations (2.2)

and (2.3) taken together, and at every pair of arguments (pz,py) of (2.3),

= const. (2.4)

FACT 3. The physical 2D-ACAR histogram H*, = H$(T) preserves the piecewise-

constant structure of its parent histograms.

Elimination of the detector induced systematic errors from the primary 2D-ACAH data

Hi results in a (fewce-systematic-error-free 2D-ACAR histogram, Hb — HS(T), the elements

F?j of which are computed by the "renormalization procedure"

• = ft. -JV 5 ij < If.
r'i

(2.5)

In this equation, Ffj denotes the (i,j)-th pixel value of the renormalized detector

sensibility histogram, H4 = Ht(T), the computation of which involves two operations.

First, subtraction of the cosmic background Hi from Hi at (i,j). Second, division of all

obtained differences by FQ0 -~ F0
3
0, resulting in the value F£Q — 1, which follows from the

assumption that the zero-momentum projection 2D-ACAR records are fully accounted for.

As a consequence, one gets

F2 - F3-
'J " < i 1 < N

Ffj, the Hi values entering (2.5) perform a mappingSince Ffj

Fact 2 and Eqs. (2.5) to (2.7) show that #5 defines a function

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

such that, at every possible pair of coordinates (pZ!pv) inside the (i,j)-th pixel area (2.3),

P») = Fij = const. ' (2.9)



Thus, the information we have at grasp consists of uniformly distributed data inside

each pixel of ifj.

Assuming that the actual 2D projection of the electron momentum distribution is a

known function p(px,py), the question naturally arises about the relationship between this

quantity and the data Ffj, Under infinite detector precision and vanishing statistical noise,

mdp* a. p(Pl,py) = (2.10)

i.e., the square opx ao channel discretization of the domain D would result in replacement

of the actual 2D projection of the distribution by its averages over the channels.

This associates to F^ a discretization error ipiPuPy), the dependence of which on

the channel width <ZD follows from that of p on {p!,py) within the local range (2.3). The

function p(pi,pv) is a piecewise continuous function with bounded variation. It shows

finite jumps at the occurrence of the Fermi level within partially filled electron bands.

This behaviour of p(px, py) shows the existence of two distinct ranges of discretization

errors 6p[pr,py). At a pixel (i,j) inside which p{pc,pv) is twice continuously different iable,

(2.10) lets us infer the occurrence of a discretization error 0(op), with a small multiplying

coefficient; therefore the momentum distribution is approximated dosely enough up to

large discretization widths ao- On the other side, at a pixel (i,j) inside which p{pI,ps)

shows a jump, (2.10) lets us infer the occurrence of a discretization error 0(arj) with a

large multiplying coefficient; the approximation of p(pT,ps} by a constant will be, in this

case, severely affected over the corresponding pixel area.

FACT 4. The 2D-ACAR. counting rates sharply decrease towards the histogram

borders.

Being Fourier coefficients of a bounded function, the magnitudes of the 2D projections

of the electron momentum density at sites related to each other by multiples of primitive

translation vectors of the reciprocal lattice show sharp decay with the distance from the

histogram centre. The distortions induced by discretization and the superposition of sta-

tistical noise do not alter substantially this overall behaviour of the 2D-ACAR data. For

instance, experimental data collected on YBa2Cu301-(, single crystals within the a - b

plane (i.e., integrating the momentum density along the crystallographic c-axis), show a

two orders of magnitudes decrease of the 2D-ACAR counting rates at distances exceeding

three primitive translation vectors away from the histogram centre.

Therefore, within the primary 2D-ACAR histograms Hi, Hj, and H3 (Fact 2), the

various pixels entering them correspond to measurements of different precisions, which

obey a Poisson distribution law.

3. WLS Smoothing Formulas for 2D-ACAR Data

The present approach to statistical noise smoothing uses Li norm functional approx-

imation (Esch [20]) under consistency requirements following from the features of the

2D-ACAR data discussed in the previous section.

To accommodate both the occurrence of intrinsic properties of the signal (Fact 1) and

data discretization into pixels (Facts 2 and 3), the approximating space of noise-free data

is to be spanned by continuous basis functions. Correct correspondence among in-plane

sites related to each other by multiples of 2D projections of primitive translation vectors

is then secured by smoothing at fractionary, reciprocal lattice cell dependent, coordinates

inside the primary discretization pixels.

Fact 4 suggests us to divide the pixels entering the input 2D-ACAR histogram H$,

Eq. (2.5), into central and border pixels. The manifold of centra/ pixels consists of pixel

sites overlapping projections of those reciprocal lattice cells which carry significant conduc-

tion electron band momentum densities. The border pixels, which carry mainly statistical

noise, will on!y play the auxiliary role of entering the smoothing windows associated to

"outer"central pixels.

A least squares fit of noise-free data to H5, by means of local approximating surfaces,

is thus tried inside each centra! pixel. This needs specification of the shape of the 2D basis

spanning local approximating surfaces to the data.

Under an in-plane continuous point distribution, the carcuiar shape around a given

point shows the largest linear dimensions under smallest area and fits isotropically various

possible neighbourhoods. It is thus expected to secure, among the possible 2D shapes,

the least L2 norm departure from arbitrary input surfaces. Smoothed output at a given

site within a continuous distribution is therefore obtained from input information inside a



finite characteristic local window, of circular shape, drawn around that site.

Under information binning into pixels (Facts 1 and 3), a discrete analog will emerge:

the smoothing window CKL associated to a central pixel (K,L) will be of quasi-circular

shape and will consist of all pixels the centres (K, A) of which satisfy the inequality

(K - A')2 + (A - Lf < (2r + 1)74 , (3.1)

where the quantity r denotes the window radial parameter.

Statistical noise smoothing at the wished site (x, y) inside the {K, L)-th pixel is now

straightforward. The WLS smoothed value is yielded by the Lj norm closest approximate

to data within the window CKL, at the site (x,y), in a suitably defined approximating

linear space.

The procedure can be conveniently divided into four main steps:

(Q) Derivation of the basis set of orthogonal polynomials of continuous variables,

Pm{x,y) <= PN , Or,!/) € CKL , (3.2)

where p^ denotes the class of polynomials of degree at most N, and the label m runs over

a predefined set {0, 1 M}.

Such a basis set is easily got as an extension to quasi-circular windows (3.1) of the

Zernike polynomials (Zernike (21), Born and Wolf [22]).

Practical implementation of the WLS smoothing method was done for a set (3.2) re-

stricted to the class p3 of polynomials of two variables of degree at most 3, which resulted

in an upper label M = 10.

((3) Definition of the set of admissible functions, as elements of the linear space spanned

by the M + 1 basis polynomials (3,2),

M

f(x,y) = £<mPm(z,!/). (3.3)
m—0

(7) Determination, within the set (3.3), of that function 9KL{X'V) which is nearest, in

£2 norm, to the set of experimental data (2.5) inside the window CKL- It is convenient to

label the data entering CKL by the relative labels (k,l) produced by (3.1) and to denote

them in what follows as

/*•+*,£+! ; <*.') e CKL- (3.4)

In general, each of the data (3.4) will be characterized by a specific standard deviation

(6) Rewriting g%-L(x,y) as a smoothing formula. Since this is thought for local (x,y)

coordinates inside the (K,L)-th pixel, it is convenient to use special notations (£,1?), for

these fractionary coordinates,

-1 /2 < £ < +1/2, -1 /2 < n < +1/2.

The wished smoothing formula then writes

9"LU> 1) = £ /A-+*.i+f Pldk, 1) GM(i, ,,; *, 0 ,

where

(XS)

(3.6)

(3-7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

[*,y) , (3.10)

while (}mm> = {B~')mm, stand for the elements of the inverse of the symmetric matrix

B ~ (imm')o<m,m'<Af . (3-H)

fcmm' = tm'rn = "m Vm' ^2 PKh{k, I) Hmm>{k, I) . (3.12)

If equal to each other pixel weights are assumed within the window (3.1),

= OKL , (k,l) € CKL , (3.13)
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while G\i stands for the Green matrix of the smoothing formula,

M j " M

m=0 Lra'=0

Here, vm denotes the norm of the m-th polynomial (3.2),

Pl{x,y) dx dy ,

Hmm'(k, 1} denote the elementary integrals

Hmm.{k,l) = / dx dy Pm(x,y) P



then the matrix B, Eq. (3.11), becomes diagonal and (3.8) simplifies to

M

(3.14)

For 2D-ACAR data, the ratio phL, Eq. (3.7), shows little deviation from unity within

a window (3.1} (Sec. 4.4 below). Therefore, the the inverse matrix elements /3mm' in (3.8)

can be computed iteratively. If the power expansion of the inverse matrix is cut to the

linear term, then

e,?;**'), (3.15),k,t) ~ C°u(£,r,ik,l) 4 GJUe

with the term G°M given by Eq. (3.14) and the term G\t by

M r M

(3.16)
m=0 Lm'=0 J

It is worthwhile to note the sum rule satisfied by the elements (3.14) of the constant

weight Green matrix namely,

£ Gj(K.1i*,') = 1. (317)
Met:*!

at any pair (£,T;) defined by Eq. (3.5). It follows from the fact that the WLS formula (3.6)

is exact for a constant function / : R x R -» R, / = f{kr,ky) = C.

4. Reliability of the Constant Weight WLS Smoothing Formula

The simplest WLS smoothing formula (3.6) is obtained under the constant weight hy-

pothesis (3.13) inside each individual window (3.1). This version of (3.6) was implemented

in a vectorizable computer code, in FORTRAN 77, devoted to the statistical noise smooth-

ing of 2D-ACAR spectra in HTS. It is abridged in what follows as CW-WLSF(r), where r is the

radial parameter of the window Cm, Eq. (3.1).

Insight into the reliability of the assumedly noise-free outputs of this code was obtained

from case study problems simulating isolated elementary structures expected to occur in

2D-ACAR spectra. Detailed results are reported elsewhere [23]. Here we provide the main

conclusions concerning four kinds of questions.
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Question J.1 Limitations on the reliability of the output due to signal distortions

caused by CW-WLSF(r) itself

Following Fact 1, two basically different kinds of isolated elementary structures were

considered: semi-in6nite one-dimensional structures (finite jumps, ridges, linear strips of

finue slope) and localized two-dimensional structures (circular, elliptic). Their distortion

by CW-WLSF(r) was learned from case study problems at vanishing statistical noise.

The study shows that CW-WLSF(r) transforms one-dimensional structures into one-

dimensional structures, preserving their transverse section area. If w denotes the actual

structure width, then w > r is a necessary condition to get reliable outputs of CW-WLSF(r)-

processed one-dimensional structures. Under w > r, the essential elements characteristic

to such a structure (e.g., width, height (depth), finite slope, position of middle line) are

accurately reproduced at the output. If, however, w < r, then significantly altered output

values are got for these parameters. The structure height and local slopes get decreased

as compared to the input ones. The structure width is increased from w to the threshold

value of r + 1/2. If a middle symmetry line is present under different heights of structure

boundaries, then the position of this line is significantly moved towards the higher structure

side.

A basic parameter of a finite-size two-dimensional structure is its local radius of curva-

ture. If smaller than r, this is increased to an apparent minimal value r + 1/2. If bounded

above by the window (3.1) quasi-diameter 2r 4- 1, this is shrinked by one to three units.

Finally, it remains practically unchanged at larger values.

As a consequence, the apparent dimension of a finite two-dimensional structure along

an arbitrary direction is expanded to a minimal value of roughly r + 1/2 under curvature

radii at the boundaries smaller than r + 1/2, is shrinked by a few (1 to 3) units if the

curvature radii at the boundaries are comprised inbetween the window (3.1) quasi-radius

r + 1/2 and quasi-diameter 2r 4- 1, and is left practically unchanged otherwise.

We note finally the independence of the signal distortion on the addition (or subtrac-

tion) of a constant background value over the whole signal area (houndary-to-signal pixels

included). This is a general feature of CH-WLSF(r), which follows from the sum rule (3.17).

12



Question 2: Capacity of CW-WLSF(r) to remove inner signal symmetry distortions

induced by inappropriate information sampling (discretization) into pixels

Given a signa! structure which shows inner symmetry elements, Eq. (2.10) shows that

structure dependent modifications of the discretized information is induced by an arbitrary

sampling and this obscures the symmetry elements of the signal.

The inner signal symmetry distortions originating in translations of the square pixel

grid over fractionary distances (£',TJ'), Eq. (3.5), in the histogram plane, away from the

symmetry centre or line, are damped effectively enough by using CW-WLSF(r) at fractionary

coordinates £ = —£', ij = —if. The agreement between the output obtained in this way

and that in the absence of discretization-induced distortions was found to increase with

the window radial parameter r.

Question 3: Efficiency of statistical noise smoothing

The efficiency of the statistical noise smoothing by CW-WLSF(r) can be characterized

by means of three relationships each of which relates the level of the residua] statistical

noise respectively to:

(1) the window radial parameter r,

(2) the fractionary coordinates {£,)]) inside pixels, and

(3) the local structural details of the noise distribution inside windows.

To get insight into it, a statistics of 9477 case study problems starting with statistical

noise histograms at vanishing signal was accumulated at each particular r value. This

evidence shows that the statistical noise is obviously damped out by CW-WLSF(r) at all

considered r values, with an effectiveness which increases with r.

To illustrate this point, the residual noise was aggregated, at each r value, into three

main groups: low residual noise (absolute values below 10 percent of input noise ampli-

tude), moderate residual noise (range inbetween 10 and 25 percent), and large residual

noise (above 25 percent,. The weights of these groups into statistics were computed re-

sulting in the following figures:

r=3 r=4 r=5 r=6 r=7

low: 44.4 53.0 62.9 70.9 76.4 percent

moderate: 39.1 41.1 34.9 28.5 23.3 percent

high: 16.5 5.9 2.2 0.6 0.3 percent
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The r-dependence of the low, moderate, and high residual noise levels respectively ev-

idenced by these figures provide information on the importance of the local structural

details of the noise within particular windows, which characterize its departure from ran-

domness. The larger the window area, the lower will be the probability of encountering

large noise local fluctuations from randomness.

The variation of the residual noise in terms of the fractionary coordinates (£,<}) was

found to show, as a rule, monotonic variation with (£, r)} inside the window. For most of

the windows, this variation was found to be r-dependent: lower r values resulted, a? a rule,

in larger ranges of variation of the residua! noise with (£,?])• Once again, this behaviour

of CW-WLSF(r) recommends the use of higher-r windows.

Question 4: Consistency of CW-WLSF(r) with underlying features o/2D-ACAR data

Although CW-WLSF(r) was developed under careful consideration of the basic features

of 2D-ACAR. data discussed in Section 2, there is one topic which deserves further con-

sideration, namely, the consistency of the constant local weight hypothesis (3.13) with

the property of the data entering a 2D-ACAR histogram to correspond to measurements of

different precisions obeying a Poisson distribution law (Fact 4).

The answers to questions 1 to 3 show that at central pixels corresponding to high

signal to noise ratios (i.e., within 2D projections of the first Brillouin zone and of reciprocal

lattice cells corresponding to first Umklapp positron annihilations), noise smoothing under

radial parameters r = 4 or r — 5 is effective enough. Within outer regions of the histogram

(corresponding to second and third Umklapp positron annihilations), decreased signal to

noise values require radial parameters r — 6 or r = 7 to achieve effective noise smoothing.

Consideration of the experimental evidence on raw 2D-ACAR data shows that, under these

conditions, the ratio between the smallest and the largest counts within the smoothing

windows lies inbetween 0.9 and unity. As a consequence, the hypothesis (3.13) may be

assumed to hold true inside each smoothing window (3.1).

The argument is completed by the remark that the constant weights inside different

windows are not correlated with each other. Therefore, in the large, data processing by

CW-WLSF(r) is consistent with any distribution law of the data.

14



5. An instance of 2D-ACAR. histogram processing by CW-WLSF(r)

In this section, an illustration will be given of the possibility to recover from 2D-ACAR

data the sheci of Fermi surface related to the CuO chains (the ridge) in YBa2Cu30T-b

single crystals by means of CW-WLSF(r),

Inputs to the test were provided by two samples of data, each consisting of 2D-

ACAR projections, onto the a — b plane, of electron momentum distributions inside an

YBa2Cu^O7-t single crystal (lattice constants: a = 3.8168 k, b - 3.8860 k, c =

11.6830 A). The discretization step of the histograms was op = 0.15 mrad.

The easiest way to put forth Fermi surface ridges within extended zone analysis con-

sists in the inspection of the C21. anisotropy of the smoothed spectrum, defined as

(5.1)

5.1. Input 2D-ACAR data

The first sample of data consisted of 242 X 242 values yielded by theoretical FLAPH

calculations of the momentum distribution in Y Ba^Cu^O-t [14, 24], convoluted with a

Gaussian (fwhm = 0.5 mrad) to simulate effects of the finite resolution of the setup. It

served as a further reliability test of CW-WLSF(r), at vanishing statistical noise.

The second sample of data was yielded by 401 x 401 pixel experimental 2D-ACAR

histograms i/j and H? {Hz was assumed to be negligible), collected on a set of three

untwinned YBIIICUIOT-S single crystals (pr axis along [010], py axis along [100], Manuel

et aJ. [14]), wherefrom the ff; histogram elements were computed (Fact 3).

5.2. Centre and quality analysis of experimental 2D-ACAR data

The reliability of the smoothed values entering (5.1) heavily depends on the accurate

location of the point V of the histogram Hs (Fact 1).

Smedskjaer and Legnini [18] showed that correctly computed figures of T coordinates

result in chi-square sums which exhibit periodic variation under histogram rotation around
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T. A validation procedure based on this property is able to discriminate between twinned

and twin-free single crystals (Smedskjaer et aJ. [13]).

In what follows, we discuss an alternative procedure which, besides accurate location

of F and information on crystal twinning, allows useful inferences on the quality of the

collected statistics as well. The necessary information is obtained in a two-step approach:

(1) Rough location (to half-pixel accuracy) of F point.

The (!o,jo)-th pixel coordinates nearest to the if5 histogram symmetry inversion

centre can be found as solution of the infimum problem

= inf (i,j)eDr}. (5.2)

Hire, Xo(*'j) provides Z.2-norcn measure for the goodness of acceptance of (j, j ) - th pixel

centre for the T point of H5,

X o ( ' . j ) = (5.3)

where

and the summation range, Di} , centred at (i, j) , contains the same number of pixels for

all sums (5.3) entering (5.2).

In (5.3), the weights tr̂ j are assumed, in agreement with Fact 4, to consist of CW-

WLSF(r) smoothed values at pixel centres (£ = rj = 0 in the smoothing formula (3.6)).

The summation range DtJ in (5.3) can be chosen such as to map projections of (2m -t-

1) x (2m + 1) reciprocal crystal cells centred at T (i.e., regions contributing up to m-th

Umklapp positron annihilations). Dependence of the solution of the infimum problem (5.2)

on the choice of D,j provides a measure on the quality of the input 2D-ACAR data.

For the experimental data at hand, the T point of the histogram ffs was found to

belong to the

io = - 5 , Jo = —1 (5.5)

pixel, irrespective of the radial parameter of CH-HLSF(r) in the range r e {4,5, . . . , 11}.
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Computed coordinates of the centres of gravity of the data over Dij{m) nmnifokls

were found to belong to the pixel (5.5) as well.

(2) Refinement of location of T to working accuracy. Inferences on crystal struc-

ture and quality of input data.

The successtul solution of the infimum problem (5.2J is possible due to the indepen-

dence on statistical noise of the leading decimal digits of the chi-square sums Xo('iJ')-

Sensitivity to statistical noise of the less significant digits of the chi-square sums, however,

prevents refinement of the location of F from a (5.2)-like infimum problem at fractionary

pixel coordinates.

A simple approach to meaningful solution is provided by interpolation to parabolas

(along abscissa and ordinate respectively) of the chi-square sum values (5.2) entering a

3 x 3 "molecule" centred at the (io,jo)-th pixel, and identification of the location of T

with the arithmetic averages of the three close to each other fractionary minima of the

parabolas along abscissa and ordinate respectively.

Iteration of (5.2) to histograms got from input Hs by CW-tfLSF(r) smoothing at centre

coordinates currently found by parabolic interpolation is quickly converging (two iterations

were sufficient to get accuracies better than 5 x 10~3 fractions of pixel), towards values

which are essentially independent on the radial parameter r.

Two further features characterize a good quality set of 2D-ACAR data:

- independence on the manifoid Dij(m) of both the fractionary coordinates (£0,70)

of F as inferred from chi-square sums and of the fractionary coordinates (Zcic) °f the

gravity centres, and

- fulfilment of the relationships £0 — £G a^d r)o ~ 7j(j within some reasonable tolerance.

For the experimental data at hand, the following figures were obtained, namely

1 -0.0S32 0.0604 -0.0618 0.0454

2 -0.0158 0.1436 0.0296 0.1997

3 -0.0007 0.1635 0.0923 0.2934

The slight departures from perfect fulfilment of the abovementioned quality criteria

can be reasonably assumed to originate in small deviations from idealized conditions (ii),
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Sec. 2; the c-crystallographic direction was resolved within a solid angle of one degree, the

tuning of the sample-detector alignment was satisfied within a same tolerance, while the

finite size of the detectors induced a smearing of the integration direction of the order of

one degree as well. The subsequent analysis was done using (f0, *?o) values at m ~ 3.

The final 3 x 3 chi-square sum molecules characterizing the smoothed unsymmetrized

data over D,j(m) manifolds are given below:

m = 1: 198.4 101.1 198.6

98.58 1.278 98.59

198.5 101.1 198.4
m = 2: 94.44 49.61 94.48

48.41 3.593 48.40

94.46 49.60 94.43
m = 3: 50.02 26.80 50.04

26.16 2.949 26.15

50.03 26.80 50.01

These results show that each -D,j(m)-dependent set satisfies the reciprocal lattice point

symmetry within at least three significant figures.

The fact that the used crystal was twin-free is obvious from all the three sets of data,

which show essentially m-independent values of the ratios XQ(0, l)/;to(li0). Further, the

spectrum anisotropy, as inferred from the ratio (xJ(l,0) — Xo(0> l))/XoO>0), is about 2.5

percent, in good agreement with other estimates.

5.3. Fermi surface ridges inferred from C2,, anisotropy

Usually, smoothed 2D-ACAR spectra are reported on plots covering significant fractions

of the histogram area. Within such plots, no perceptible differences were observed among

the C2i> anisotropies (5.1) of the theoretical FLAPW set on one side and of CW-WLSF(r)-

processed-FLAPW sets on the other side. For the sake of completness, figures 1 and 2 report

global views of the anisotropies (5.1) of the theoretical and smoothed-experimental sets of

data respectively.

The present CW-WLSF method offers the possibility to do easily convenient cuts through

the outputs and to magnify local details. Two kinds of such cuts are relevant here:
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1°. ID cuts A(i,O),

2°. 2D windows, covering areas equivalent to the projection of the first Brillouin zone,

at higher zones in the histogram plane, denoted generically,

I / \ [ « i l f f j } , I . i j ^ 4 1 1 i f L I I . T r l l

ID cuts A(i, 0), Eq. (5.1), of theoretical reference data and then of outputs of process-

ings with CW-WLSF(r), r = 4,5, are plotted in figure 3. Ridge signatures around ±7.0 mrad

and ±13.2 mrad are well reproduced at all considered radial parameters of CW-WLSF(r).

(As shown elsewhere, (Manuel et aJ. [14] and references quoted therein), the apparent

ridge around ±0.8 mrad represents mainly wavefunction effects.)

As-got A(i,0) values by CW-WLSF(r) smoothing of the experimental histogram H$ at

r = 5,6,7 are plotted in figure 4. The existing differences among the data at different

radial parameters may be assumed to originate mainly in residual noise.

The effect of synimetrization under the assumption of crystal orthorhombic symmetry

is illustrated in figure 5 on CW-WLSF(7) outputs. The slight asymmetry of the as-got curve

with respect to the central symmetry line (in particular, the absence, within the left wing, of

a signal coming from first Umklapp processes) was found to follow a statistics independent

pattern. It can be therefore be assumed to originate in instrumental artefacts.

These artefacts are smalt, however, such that two important ridge signatures are ob-

vious both in the as-got and symmetrized data. A strong one comes from second Umklapp

positron annihilations, at ±13.2 mrad, in close agreement with the theoretical predictions

and previous experimental evidence. At about ±19.5 mrad, i.e., at the expected occur-

rence of a ridge from third Umklapp positron annihilations, a weak but nonvanishing ridge

signature occurs as well.

Within a symmetrized histogram, the projections of lattice cells corresponding to

second Umklapp and third Umklapp positron annihilations (which include the ID ridge

signatures) provide suitable 2D cuts (5.6). This recommends the following windows:

Wm{2): i e {63,105}, j e {-63,-21}},

Wo(2) : i € {63,105}, j € {-21, 21}},

Wr(2): i e {63,105}, j <= { 21, 63}},
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(5.7)

Wm(Z) : t e {105,148}, j € {-63,-21}},

Wo(3) : i e {105,148}, j € {-21, 21}},

WP{Z) : i € {105,148}, j 6 { 21, 63}}, (5.8)

Figures 6a-c show, for reference, cuts (5.7) through theoretical data. The plots got

from CW-WLSF(r)-processed-FLAPW data at r = 4,5 are hardly distinguishable from the

theoretical ones.

Similar cuts through symmetrized CW-WLSF(6) outputs at input experimental data are

given in figures 7a-c respectively.

The pattern shown by the second Umklapp ridge, Fig.7a-c, remained practically un-

changed under outputs generated by CW-WLSF(r), r = 4,5,6, 7. The insight got in Sec. 4

into the reliability of CW-WLSF(r), corroborated with this output feature demonstrates the

very good resolution of the second Umklapp ridge by the present method.

Both the ridge occurrence and extension along ps are in substantial agreement with

the theoretical data, Figs. 6a-c. Differences which can be noted between Figs.7a-c and

the corresponding Figs.6a-c may be attributed to the different oxygenation levels in the

experimental sample (6 ~ 0.15) and the theoretical model (6 = 0).

The substantially lower values of the signal to noise ratio within the third Umklapp

windows (5.8) requires correspondingly increased radial parameter values r of CW-WLSF(r)

to rule out the statistical noise. Smoothing within these windows at r = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9: and

11 showed an increasingly better resolved ridge signature. Outputs obtained at the r — 11

radial parameter are shown in figures 8a-c respectively.

The contour lines in the basal plane show a well resolved ridge, about 15 pixel wide

(~ 2.2 mrad), hence within firmly established reliability bounds of CW-WLSF(ll). An

estimated well resolved ridge length of ~ 9.5 mrad follows from the contour lines. This

ridge signature covers the whole central part of the window H^fSj-fig. 8b and extends more

than 1.5 mrad farther inside the neighbouring windows Wm(3)-fig. 8a and Wp(3)-fig. 8c.

To increase the confidence into the occurrence of an essentially one-dimensional struc-

ture along Py, data binning along pz and pj, directions within the window Wo(3) was

performed. Outputs at the same r = 11 radial parameter value are reported in figure 9.

There is a striking difference between the output of the longitudinal binning (i.e., along
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Py) and that of the transverse binning (i.e., along px). While the former shows a clearly

resolved ridge-like profile along pt, the latter shows profile variations along ps an order of

magnitude smaller. The small wiggles present in Fig. 9 seem to represent residual noise

correlations in the binned data at large radial parameter r values. They were absent at

r < 9, while present at r = 9 and r = 11. The superposition of such small artefacts does

not change the main conclusion.

Theoretical FLAPW ridge estimates at third Umklapp processes were not available at the

moment of data processing by CW-WLSF(r). Comparison will be reported in a forthcoming

paper.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Global view of the FLAPM theoretical anisotropj distribution (5.1) in an

KUc^CuaO? single crystal (pr and pv absolute ranges: ±18 mrad] distance inbetween two

neighbouring isolines: 0.45 mrad).

Note: in Figs 1, 3, and 6a-c, the values along 2-axis denote the same arbitrary units.

Fig. 2. Global view of the anisotropy distribution (5.1) of CW-WLSF(6)-smoothed ex-

perimental 2D-ACAR data on YBO.ICUIOT-t, single crystals (symmetrized output) [px and

py absolute ranges: ±21 mrad\ distance inbetween two neighbouring isolines: 0.60 mrad).

Note: in Figs 2, 4, 5, and 7 to 9, the values along 2-axis follow from the number of

counts in the accumulated statistics.

Fig. 3. Distortion of theoretical anisotropy A(i,0) by Ctf-WLSF(r) (Ordinates of

reference data as shown, CW-WLSF(4) data moved down 200 units, while CH-HLSF(S) data,

400 units).

Fig. 4. ID cuts &(i, 0) through the anisotropy (5.1) of CW-WLSF(r)-processed experi-

mental 2D-ACAR data (unsymmetrized outputs) (Data at r = 5 are moved up by 400 units,

while those at r = 7 are moved down by 400 units).

Fig. 5. Effect of symmetrization on ID cuts A{i,0) through the anisotropy of CW-

HLSF(7)-processed experimental 2D-ACAR data (Unsymmetrized data are moved down by

400 units).
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Fig, 6. 20 cuts (5.7) through the FLAPW theoretical anisotropy distribution (5.1J at
second Uraklapp processes.

a. Window Wm{2)

b. Window W0(2)

c. Window Wp, I)

Fig. 7. 2D cuts (5.7) through the anisotropy distribution (5.1) of CW-WLSF(6)-smootheci

experimental 2D-ACAR data at second Umklapp processes (symmetrized output).

a. Window Wm{2)

b. Window Wa(2)

c. Window Wp(2)

Fig. 8. 2Dcuts (5.8) through the anisotropy distribution (5.1) of CW-WLSF(7)-smoothed

experimental 2D-ACAR data at third Umklapp processes (symmetrized output)

a. Window Wm(Z)

b. Window W'o(3)

c. Window WP{Z)

a,

5

Fig. 9. Outputs of data binning within window

and ps direction respectively.
of Fig. 8b along px direction
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